Studio-In-A-Box
Instructions
Unit is designed to take great pictures of small items.
Set up is easy.
1. Remove lights from front pocket of custom nylon
carrier. Gently pull legs out from bottom of light
handle. They will open as you pull them out. Do not
try to remove all the way.

camera and car
not included

2. Remove camera stand upright and support bars from pocket. Spread
support bars and attach upright of stand to the bars. Be sure the support
bars are spread wide enough to support your camera. Camera stand is
designed to support small “point and shoot” style cameras. Stand will not
support large cameras such as “bridge” cameras or digital SLR’s.
3. On a large flat surface, open the other side of the custom nylon carrier to
unfold the soft light box.
4. If desired, attach the blue/gray backdrop.
5. Place one light on the right side and one light on the left side of the soft
light box. Connect to standard AC sockets. Be sure to turn lights off when
not in use and do not leave lights on if unit is unattended. Also, these are
professional lights. The heads become quite hot. DO NOT touch the heads
while on or until they have cooled after use. DO NOT let the heads touch
another surface as this could damage the surface. DO NOT use these light
near water as serious injury or even death could occur. Please treat these
electrical lights with the same respect that you would treat any other
electrical device in your home.
6. Place camera support stand in front of opening and adjust to desired
height.
7. Be sure that your camera’s auto white balance is set to automatic.
8. Place the small object that you wish to photograph into the soft light box
and mount the camera to the support stand. You are now ready to begin
taking pictures.
Note Well: These are studio lights. They must be turned off when not
actually shooting pictures. Do NOT leave lights on when leaving the room.

